The Viglen Primary Early Learning Platform from it's learning is unrivalled in its flexibility, user-friendliness and pedagogic approach. The intuitive interface allows pupils and teachers to focus on their learning activities, tailoring access to learning resources for maximum efficiency.

At Viglen, it's Personal. We know that one size doesn't fit all and that your educational requirements vary, from stage to stage. With this in mind, Viglen and it’s learning have launched the VLP Primary Early Learning Platform.

After extensive market research and customer feedback from focus groups made up of early learners and parents; numerous workshops with teachers and direct feedback from users and partners, we are pleased to present the Primary Early Learning Platform, for Foundation to Key Stage 2 Learners.

The new platform has a bright and lively graphical interface, designed to grab and hold an early learners attention, its readily available content and simple e-Portfolio’s give both Teachers and Learners the best possible user experience.

To arrange for a detailed demonstration or to find out more about the Viglen Primary Early Learning Platform, please call the Viglen Schools Team on: 01727 201 820 or email us, at schools@viglen.co.uk
Primary Early Learning Platform

Simple e-Portfolio

Powerful personalisation - customise colours and themes and create a My Page personal page directly on the screen

Lively and bright graphical interface to grab and hold an early learners attention

Readily available content

Ability to record and play audio and video, include in messages, etc.